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PHP Ajax CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	Ajax is the necessary paradigm in Web 2.0 sites. Most Web 2.0 sites are built with PHP and Ajax. Extending Ajax is about delivering front-end services for accessing back-end services in PHP in a quick and easy manner. With this book in hand, you will learn how to use the necessary tools for Ajaxification of websites and iPhones.

...
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Classic Problems of ProbabilityJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	"Classic Problems of Probability" is the winner of the 2012 PROSE Award for Mathematics from The American Publishers Awards for Professional and Scholarly Excellence.

	

	"A great book, one that I will certainly add to my personal library."

	--Paul J. Nahin, Professor Emeritus of Electrical...
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Integrated Water Resources Management in the 21st Century: Revisiting the paradigmCRC Press, 2014

	Integrated water resources management advocates a coordinated approach for managing water resources in a way that balances social and economic needs with concern for the environment. While potentially useful, integrated water management is also controversial. Supporters believe that the multi-dimensional nature of water can only be understood...
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The Complete Reference to Professional SOA with Visual Studio 2005Lulu.com, 2006
Service Oriented Architecture has the potential to be the next great paradigm that will once and for all change computing as we know it. The main promise of Service Oriented Architecture is that business systems can be used by anyone, from anywhere, at any time and on any system.

The popularity in Service Oriented Architecture is largely...
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VMware vRealize Operations Performance and Capacity ManagementPackt Publishing, 2014

	A hands-on guide to mastering performance and capacity management in a virtual data center


	About This Book

	
		Understand the drawbacks of traditional paradigm and management that make performance and capacity management difficult in SDDC
	
		Master the counters in vCenter and vRealize Operations...
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Software Product Lines in Action: The Best Industrial Practice in Product Line EngineeringSpringer, 2007
I fully expect that Software Product Lines in Action will become one of the foundational references of this quickly-evolving field. Its the most comprehensive treatment of product line practice in existence today. from the Foreword by Paul Clements, SEI  Carnegie Mellon University, USA     Software product lines represent perhaps the most...
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Agent-Oriented Programming: From Prolog to Guarded Definite Clauses (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 1999
The authors present a systematic development of the concurrent object-oriented agent programming language Guarded Definite Clauses (GDC). In contrast to other languages used in agent programming, like Java, Telescript, and Agent-TCL, this language is derived from the artificial intelligence programming tradition and emphasizes AI applications. The...
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An Introduction to MultiAgent SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002

	Multiagent systems are systems composed of multiple interacting computing elements, known as agents. Agents are computer systems with two important capabilities. First, they are at least to some extent capable of autonomous action - of deciding for themselves what they need to do in order to satisfy their design objectives. Second, they are...
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Practical Haskell: A Real World Guide to ProgrammingApress, 2019

	
		Get a practical, hands-on introduction to the Haskell language, its libraries and environment, and to the functional programming paradigm that is fast growing in importance in the software industry. This book contains excellent coverage of the Haskell ecosystem and supporting tools, include Cabal and Stack for managing projects,...
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The Art of Systems Architecting, Second EditionCRC Press, 2000
The only way to develop this skill is to serve an apprenticeship with a proven practitioner. However, there are simply not enough gurus to go around, and I would recommend this book both for students of the discipline and as serious reading for experienced designers who wish to recognize and maintain their expertise.
-E. James in Computing...
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MVVM in Delphi: Architecting and Building Model View ViewModel ApplicationsApress, 2016

	
		Dive into the world of MVVM, learn how to build modern Windows applications, and prepare for cross-platform development. This book introduces you to the right mindset and demonstrates suitable methodologies that allow for quick understanding of the MVVM paradigm. MVVM in Delphi shows you how to use a quick and efficient MVVM...
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UDDI: Building Registry-based Web Services SolutionsPrentice Hall, 2002
UDDI: Building Web-based Web Services Solutions is a start-to-finish guide to using UDDI in real-world Web services. Naresh Apte and Toral Mehta begin with the fundamentals of business registries and Web services ecosystems. Then, using realistic case studies and example code, they illuminate every facet of...
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